A large deviation theorem at the Donsker Varadhan level three is obtained for the convergence of trajectory averages of Anosov diffeomorphisms. It is possible to provide an explicit description of the rate function.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with the convergence of trajectory averages of certain smooth dynamical systems. If /: M y-y M is a transitive Anosov diffeomorphism of a manifold M, the results of Bowen [B] imply the following.
For each continuous function çiiMkR the trajectory averages of tp , that is the sequence j¡ Ylo~ <P(fJ(x)), converge to a constant for Lebesgue almost every initial point x e M. This constant is f tpdp, where p is the Bowen-RuelleSinai measure. An equivalent assertion is that the measures j¡ Y,q~ ^nix) con" verge weakly to p for Lebesgue almost all x.
We are concerned with estimating the probability that the nth trajectory average differs from ¡tpdp; and in particular, with estimating the rate of exponential decay of the numbers m ix:-~S2<p(fJ(x)) e A> as«i->oo.
I-s?
Here m is a normalized Lebesgue measure and A c R is some Borel set.
Our first conclusion, Corollary 4.7, is that for each continuous function tp there is a lower semicontinuous Kv : R >-, [0, oo] which describes these decay rates in the sense that if A c R is closed and limmfn'1 logmix: -^ <p(fJ(x)) e A 1 > -inf{K*(t): t e A} if /Í c R is open.
The second conclusion presented is that there is a lower semicontinuous function K defined on the set Jf(M) of probability measures on M, and taking values in [0, oo] Here hv(f) is the metric entropy of / and tp"(x) = -log | det Df£u | is the negative logarithm of the determinant of Df restricted to the unstable subspace Eu C TM determined by /. Recognizing -f tpu dv as the sum of the positive i^-Lyapunov exponents x" of /, (ii) can be rewritten as (ii') Kif) + K(v) = Y,[XVi]+.
In this formulation the "rate function" K can be seen to measure the defect in "Pesin's formula" ( [P] ), apparently due originally to G. A. Margolis, which says, K(f) < ¿Z\x¡f.
In the language of the theory of large deviations as set forth in [V] , what we show is that the sequence <£"(•) = m{x: j¡ X)o~ ^fitX) € '} > n = 1,2, ... , of measures on J?(M) satisfies a large deviation principle with rate function given by (ii). This result was suggested to us by remarks in [T] .
Some concepts of large deviation theory are summarized in §2. In §3, the facts required concerning hyperbolic dynamical systems are recalled, and §4 is devoted to the proofs of our main results.
Preliminaries on rate functions and shifts
Rate functions. A generalized dynamical system is (X, T,p) where X is a topological space, T: X t-+ X is a homeomorphism, and p is a Borel probability measure. Note that we do not require that p be T-invariant. The probability measures on X will be denoted Jf(X) and those invariant under T by JfT(X).
If tp : X y-y V is a map of X into a convex subset of a topological linear space, set Sn(q>)(x) = \ ¿Z"lo <P ° T\x) ■ For a subset Ac V define (1) -inf{K(a): a e A} < Xt (A) for each open set AcV, (2) -inf{K(a) : a e A} > X*(A) for each closed set AcV, (3) K is lower semicontinuous, (4) {a: K(a) < t} is compact for each t.
If K is a rate function for (X, T ,py) and tp for every y in some index set T, it is a uniform rate function for the family if the limits in the inequalities (1) and (2) above hold uniformly for y e T.
When a rate function exists, it is unique. In our work below, V will be compact and condition (4) will be trivially true.
We are particularly interested in establishing the existence of rate functions where tp: X y-y R is a continuous "observation". One way to establish the existence of rate functions for all tp e C(X, R) simultaneously is to show that there is a rate function for the system (X, T,p) and the function 3: X -> M(X) defined by S(x) = ôx = point mass at x, and then apply Proposition 2.1 below. This proposition is a variant of the "contraction principle" of [V] , see [O, Proposition 1.2]. 2.1. Proposition. For i = 1,2 let (X¡, Ti, px'), xi e X\, be a family of dy- is a uniform rate function for (X2 ,T2,p22), and S2 (for x2e X2).
In case (X, T, p) and the function x >-> ôx has a rate function, we will simply say that the system has a rate function. In this case the rate function can be shown to have the value +00 off of the set JfT(X).
2.2. Corollary. Suppose N > 0 and that the system (X, TN, p) has a rate function Kx. Then the system (X, TN,p) and the function
has a rate function K2, and K2(v) = Kx(v) if v e JfTN(X).
Proof. Apply Proposition 2.1 to the following diagram:
Note that M(v) = v on J?TN(X). For future reference we record the following, which is a consequence of the lower semicontinuity of rate functions and the fact that the average of the function tj>(x) = N~ (Sx-\-h STN-¡X) along trajectories of T is also an average of the function x -> Sx along trajectories of T. That is, for each set A, {x:n~x EÖ"' <p(TNj(x)) eA} = {x: (Nn)~x E^"1 STJíx) e A}. For p € Jf(il), denote by p(-Wm n)(oe) íne conditional probabilities of p given the cr-algebra S?~m n . A version p*(.)(to) of p(-\&m n)(to) is called a family of regular conditional probabilities given ^B if for each to e Q the function A >-* p*(A)(co) is a probability measure on &. We will always use the notation v(-\G)(x) for conditional probabilities and v*(-)(x) or !/*(•) for regular condtional probabilties-the cr-algebra being understood.
Gibbs measures. Equip Q (or I,A) with a metric by defining d(to,n) = V°° 2_'''f5''' . If ¿: ñ h» R is Holder continuous in this metric, there is a Gibbs measure p, associated with <j>. It is the unique cr-invariant measure which satisfies the property:
There exist positive constants C, and C2 and a number P(<j>) so that for each to e Q. p,(C"(to))
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where Cn(to) = {n e Q: r\i■ = co¡ for i = 0,1,2, ... ,n -1}. For a reference on Gibbs measures, see [B] . We will require the following result: 
is a uniform rate function for the family of systems (LA , a, p*w(-)), coel,A.
It is the purpose of the next two sections to use the methods of symbolic dynamics to "transfer" this result to the setting of Anosov diffeomorphisms. To fix notation we record some facts concerning Anosov diffeomorphisms.
( 1 ) Stable manifolds. Through each x e M pass two C submanifolds Wx and W" tangent at x to the subspaces Esx and E" . These submanifolds are the collections of points whose forward (backward) orbit under / approaches the forward (backward) orbit of x. The foliations of M given by these manifolds are invariant under / (leaves are mapped to leaves), and transverse.
(2) Local product structure. The local stable and unstable manifolds of x are Wsz(x) = {ye Wsx: d(fJx,fjy) < e for all 7 = 0,1,2,...} and Wu(x) = {yeWu: d(fix,fiy) < e for all j = 0, -1, -2,...}.
There exist e and ô so that if x , y e M satisfy d(x ,y) < â , then W"(x) n W*(x) consists of exactly one point, denoted [x, y] . Thus one obtains a homeomorphism from a neighborhood of x in Wu(x) to a neighborhood of y in W"(y) for y in Ws(x) near enough x, by setting hx,yiP) = W*iP)nWe"(y) = [p,y].
A theorem of Anosov [A] states that this homeomorphism is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure (induced on W"(x) and W"(y) by restricting the metric of M to the tangent spaces of these manifolds and extending the resulting volume form to a measure). If mx and m are the Lebesgue measures on Wu(x) and Wu(y), define a new measure mona neighborhood N of x in Wu(x) by m(A) = m (hx (A)). Anosov's theorem says that m and mx are equivalent, and that in fact, the densities of one with respect to the other are bounded and depend continuously on the point y .
(3) Markov partitions. A set R c M is called a rectangle if [x,y] e 7? whenever x and y are in 7? and if, in addition, R = closure(interior(7?)). If 7? is a rectangle, the boundary of 7? comes in two pieces deR = {xeR:x£ int(W¡(x) xxR)},
A Markov partition of M is a cover of M by rectangle 7?, , R2, ... ,R so
For a detailed account of the existence of stable manifolds, local coordinates and Markov partitions, consult [B] and the references found there. The theory of Markov partitions provides, for each sufficiently fine Markov partition ¿% = {Tvj, ... , Rn} of M, a subshift of finite type JLA , and a continuous map n : oA y-y M (onto) so that n o a = f o n . The subshift and map are, roughly, defined as follows. For A take the n x n matrix defined by a¡¡ = 0 or 1 according to whether int(7? )nint(/(7c;)) is empty or not. For to e l.A , the set f)zf~Ji^oe■) contains exactly one point x, and one defines n(to) = x. One can show n is well defined, continuous, and onto. In addition, n is 1-1 except at those points to which map to the first category set \JzfJ(\JjdRj).
Denote by £ the "partition" of M into sets having the form R¡ xx W"(x), for Rt e M = {Rx, ... , Rn} a member of a generating Markov partition. Then £ is a partition of M modulo a set having zero Lebesgue measure: different sets in c; can only intersect at a subset of \Ji dR¡, which has Lebesgue measure zero. This fact was established by Sinai [SI] and by Ratner [Ra] . We can convert c; into a true partition by selecting a scheme for assigning points in the common boundaries of two sets R¡ and 7? to one of these sets, and removing them from the other. In what follows, we will consider conditional probabilities given c;. The theory of conditional probabilities given a partition (see [ME] ) corresponds very closely to the theory of conditional probabilities given a aalgebra. It will be convenient to continue to use the notation vx for a version of regular conditional probabilities given Ç even when Ç is a partition. This should cause no confusion. Under the map n : LA h^ M, the algebra generated by c; correspond to ^L^ 0 • (4) Conditional Lebesgue measure. If m is (normalized) Lebesgue measure on M, the family of conditional measures of m given ¿;, denoted m(-\£,)(x), is defined m-a.e. There is a second means by which we might try to construct such a family of conditional measures explicitly: restrict the metric of M to TWu(x), and determine a volume form on Wu(x), extend this volume to a measure, and finally restrict this measure to CAx) = the set of £, containing x, and normalize it. Denote the result of this construction by m*x. To see that, for m-a.e. x, the measures m*x and m(-\Ç)(x) restricted to CAx) are equivalent, it suffices to work locally (that is, in one particular rectangle RA , and to verify that there is a constant K > 1 so that
independent of x , where A c Rt is an arbitrary rectangle in R. This would be immediate if the partition £ were a partition of a neighborhood of 0 in R" into a family of ^-dimensional "horizontal" planes. The general case can be reduced to this one by constructing a "rectifying" homeomorphism as follows. Pick p e R and let </>, : A1 \->-Ws(p), tp2: A *-> Wu(p) be embeddings of disks A c R , A c R"~ , where k = dim(Ws(p)), n = dim(Af), so that Ranged,) = Ws(p) xx R¡ and Range(d)2) = Wu(p) n R¡. Extend these functions to A x A by setting 4>(x,y) = [t/>2(y) ,<px(x)]. Then Anosov's theorem says that for each fixed x (or y) the map y t-> 4>(x,y) (or x y-y 4>(x ,y)) is absolutely continuous. This observation and the uniform hyperbolicity of / suffice to complete the proof.
The main results
Let f: M y-^y M hea transitive C Anosov diffeomorphism, fM = {RX, ... , Rn} a generating Markov partition, and n: £4,^ *-* M be as in §3. We require that each set 7?( of the partition be so small that it lies entirely in one local coordinate neighborhood. Define c/)u(x) = -log|detZ)/(jc),£ll(jc)| and set y = tp" on. The function tpu is Holder continuous [B, Lemma 4 .6] and <fi inherits this property, since there exist constants C and y so that for every to, n eI,A,
Thus tp determines a Gibbs measure p . This measure is characterized as the unique cr-invariant measure on ZA at which the supremum (over cr-invariant measures v) of the function v i-> hv(o) + J 4>dv is attained. Similarly, tp" determines a Gibbs measure p characterized by P(tpu) = sup \hn(f) + j tpudn: n e Jtf(Af)} = hß(f) + j tpudp.
One may refer to [B, §10 and Theorem 4.1] . The measure p (denoted by p+ in [B] ) is the Bowen-Ruelle-Sinai measure. In fact, p = n*p, p(tp) = p(tpu), and The proof proceeds in a number of steps. We begin with an overview. By Theorem 2.2, there is a rate function which works uniformly for the measures p*(-)(to), where p* is a family of regular conditional probabilities of p given -oo,0 • We can construct a version of p(.\Ç)(x) by defining p(A\£)(x) to be p*(n~ (A))(n~ (x)) for p almost every x e M. This provides a rate function for p(.\Ç)(x) as in Lemma 4.2. A result known to Anosov [A] (see also [L] First apply Theorem 2.2 to the family (LA ,o,p*w(-)) with p*w as in Theorem 2.2. We have already noted that P(4>) = 0, and so we obtain the uniform rate function f -h (a)-\tpdv if v e J?n(L.), (3) shows that in fact it is independent of the choice of 31. To prove the lemma we must show that hv(f) = hv(f). If v e ^ and v e J?a with n*(v) = tp , one sees easily that hP(o) > hv(f), so that only the inequality
Using the fact that hv(fi) and hP(o) are affine functions of v and v respectively, we see that the set of v for which ( 1 ) holds is convex. We exploit this observation repeatedly. In addition, either because of Proposition 2.3 or because of the property of entropy that says if n > 0 then hi/(f") = nhv(f), we may verify the lemma with / replaced by some iterate fm .
Any v e Jif can be written as a convex combination of vx and v2 in Jff with vx(D) = 0 and v2(D) = 1 . In fact, we may assume that v2(d3l) = 1.
To see this, let S0 = d\3l) and U0 = d(3?)\S0. Set Sj = fj(S0), so that Sj+X C Sj. The invariance of v2 implies that v2(Sj+x\Sj) = 0. It follows that (JjEz Sj differs from S^ = f\jeZ ^j °V a IVnuu' set-After a similar argument concerning Un we see that D = S _ U 7/ differs from S u U c d3l by° U -oo oo oo -oo J a u2-n\xll set. Since vx satisfies (1) by Lemma 4.2, we need only show that (4), or equivalently that (1), holds for v2.
To verify that ( 1 ) holds for v2 we require a finite collection of generating Markov partitions 31 = 3?0 , 3$x, ... ,3¿k with the property that the intersection of the boundaries of all the partitions is empty: C\(d3?t) = 0. Such a collection can be constructed using a slight modification of the construction of Markov partitions given by Sinai [S2] in which a cover of M by rectangles is modified an arbitrarily small amount to obtain a cover by rectangles whose boundaries map in the way required of a Markov partition, and then these rectangles are divided to produce a partition. Select a collection of covers of M by small rectangles the boundaries of which are smooth, and so that the intersection of the boundaries of the different covers is empty. (That a finite number of covers suffices is seen by an argument about the dimension of the intersections of the boundaries. In fact, since the final step of Sinai's construction is a "cutting up", which adds extra boundary, it is necessary to require that slightly "extended" boundaries of the covers have intersections disjoint.) Perform Sinai's construction on the various covers moving them so little that their boundaries still do not intersect. Now v2 can be written as a convex combination of measures v each supported on the (disjoint) sets obtained as intersections of the form d3l0\xd3lexx xx d3H2 xx---xx d32k , where the exponents ei take values +1 and -1 and indicate whether the set or its complement is to be used. Since the intersection with all the e¡ = +1 is empty, each va gives zero mass to one of the sets d3êi. Proof of Lemma 4.6. The proof depends on the following estimate (see [B] ): There exist constants C > 0 and y e (0,1) so that if y e W*(x) and j > 0, then d(fJ(y),fJ(x))<yJCd(y,x).
The proof of the assertions of the lemma reduce to proving that p(Ln (x), Ln (y)) goes to zero uniformly for x e M and ye wUx). Using the triangle inequality First select M so the last term is small. Then select ô so that \fj(t) -ffij(s)\ is small when d(s,t) < ô for j = 0,1,2, ... ,M. Finally pick T so that d(fJ(x),fj(y)) < ô when x e M, ye W*(x) and j > T. This makes the second term small. Then pick n so the first term is small. 4.7. Corollary. Tw each continuous <fr: M x-y R there is a function 7Í . R i-> [0, oo] which is a rate function for the convergence of the trajectory averages n"x J2o~l <t>ifJix)). In particular, for each t¡> and e > 0, m n-xJ2<PifJix))-J4>dp > e > decays exponentially as n y-^y oo.
Proof. Theorem 4.1 and the "homomorphism theorem," Proposition 2.1, followed by an appropriate selection of the set A in the definition of deviation function.
Remark. Theorem 4.1 provides more evidence in favor of a conjecture by Takahashi [T] which states that a system is structurally stable if it has a rate function which is an affine map.
